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PATH TO 
SCALE
A Master Class to 10X Your Business
Part 1: Scale Up Strategy & Execution
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THE PATH TO SCALE

Overview

Come learn ‘The 12 Disciplines of 10X 
Entrepreneurs™’ – the tools and techniques 
the world’s  greatest entrepreneurial leaders 
employ to manage The Path to Scale.  

Spending your days fighting fires, dealing with mounting 
team issues, increasing customer complaints and 
operational crises? If you’re scaling a business, you’re 
probably experiencing exponentially increasing growing 
pains: the symptoms designed to tell you the business is 
changing, and your ‘leadership technology’ needs to 
change too.  Scaling a business for the first time is a 
herculean leadership challenge. But there is a science to 
scaling up. Come learn the specific tools and disciplines 
that help Scale Up leaders manage the challenging Path 
to  Scale.
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BOOT CAMP
Objectives 

Facilitator

This 2-day Path to Scale Boot Camp will empower entrepreneurial executives with an 
understanding of the little-known science of scaling up, including: 

1. The core growth constraints – the unexpected forces that exponentially increase chaos 
as your business  grows 

2. The 12 Disciplines of 10X  Entrepreneurs™  – the tools & techniques that skilled Scale Up 
leaders use to build the right foundations for scale and overcome the constraints to 
growth 

3. The 10X Entrepreneur™ Operating  System  – a systematic approach to scaling up by 
applying the 12 disciplines of 10X Entrepreneurs 

JASON GOLDBERG 
Entrepreneur, Investor, Scale Up Strategist and Scale Up CEO Partner
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BOOT CAMP
Focus areas
• Company lifecycle stages: the stages, dynamics, risks and key success factors 

• Core Growth Challenges: the fundamental dynamics at work creating exponentially 
growing chaos as you scale, and how that chaos manifests 

• No Man's Land: how you get there, how you get stuck, and how to get out 

• Company Scale Up transitions: shifts in business management required to Scale Up 
successfully 

• Leadership Scale Up transitions: shifts in leadership roles required to  Scale Up

• The 12 Disciplines of 10X Entrepreneurs 

• 10X Strategy: how to position yourself for 10X growth

• 10X-eCution: how to execute in a scaling / scaled organisation

• The 10X-e OS: putting it all together in an Operating System of integrated disciplines, 
rhythms, and tools for Scale Up management teams
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WHO SHOULD 
ATTEND?
CEO's and Senior Executives in early stage 

and growing businesses.

Investors and Board members in early 

stage and growing businesses.
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 1 1 Scaling Up: The 12 Disciplines to go 10X

Why is it so hard to scale a great product into a great company? What are the keys to 
success? This session focuses on the core challenges every scale up entrepreneur 
must overcome, and the 12 Disciplines of entrepreneurs who go 10X

2 10X Strategy: Building a magnet for sales
Ironically, a great tech / core value proposition will not save you from mediocrity. 
This session focuses on how to avoid drifting into mediocrity, and instead achieve 
scale up excellence
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 2 3 10X-eCution: Winning at scale

The larger you grow, the bigger the disconnect between strategic plans and coal-face 
action and outcomes. Learn how to EXECUTE! by keeping people in sync with company 
priorities, using the core disciplines and tools of execution that directly couple strategic 
plans and coal-face actions

4 10X Business Management: The 10X Operating System
Bringing it all together: this session gives you the opportunity to establish new 
rhythms to go from good to great as a Scale Up Leader

5 10X Roadmap
Map out your Path To Scale, using the 10X Roadmap template
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3 – 4  March 2020

DATE

2 Days (9am – 6pm)

DURATION

USD 1,500.00 (discounts available through selected partners)

FEE

Lilayi Lodge, Lusaka, Zambia

LOCATION

+27 84 358 1085
pgreen@edgegrowth.com

MORE INFO

TO REGISTER
CLICK HERE or scan this QR code
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SPEAKER BIO

Jason 
Goldberg
Founder of 10XE; Founding Director of 
Edge Growth; Co-Founder of Vumela Fund

B.Sc Electrical Engineering; Post Graduate 
B.Phil in Sustainable Development

Since starting his career at Bain and Co. and later as a 
corporate strategist, Jason has spent the last 10 years 
investing in, starting, scaling, advising, accelerating, and 
sitting on boards of high potential ventures. 

Jason brings his unique mix of experiences as an 
experienced investor, entrepreneur, strategist and his 
passion for growing business leaders to help venture 
leadership teams to scale themselves as leaders, build 
scalable teams with scalable cultures, and scale their 
businesses (operations, systems, boards). Jason’s 
specialisations are growth strategy and scaling 
organisations after the Accelerator stage – helping 
teams navigate the most complex stage of building a 
business: transitioning from a start-up to a scaled 
enterprise.
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